
• Selectable pendulum stroke of a particularly fast sawing progress
• Reduced vibrations with Metabo VibraTech (MVT)
• Change the saw blade and adjust the depth guide without tools

For very demanding applications, the new 18 Volt cordless sabre saw SSEP 18 LTX BL MVT from Metabo is the ideal 
tool: “Our new sabre saw is extremely powerful and the fastest 
on the market. Like this it masters even the most demanding 
applications without any problems”, says Maximilian Knauß, 
product manager at Metabo. This makes the tool ideally 
suited for demolition work and to cut different materials 
from wood and metal to stone to size. The pendulum stroke, 
which users can easily select by means of a lever, ensures 
particularly fast sawing progress. Thanks to this, the saw 
blade does not only move forwards and backwards, but also 
upwards and downwards. The Brushless motor delivers the 
required power. At the same time, the vibration compensation 
Metabo VibraTech (MVT) protects the user: An integrated 
counterweight minimises vibrations while sawing and thus 
permits comfortable working over longer periods of time. 

Tool-free change
The new cordless sabre saw also scores in terms of speed between the cuts: Users can change the saw blade my 
means of a lever on the housing. The lever can be operated conveniently in any position and even with gloves. The 
depth guide can also be adjusted without tools so that the saw blade can be optimally used. The speed selection 
ensures the best possible sawing performance in any material. “Furthermore, we have optimised the handle of our 
new sabre saw and positioned at an angle. Like this the machine always fits well in the hand in different working 
positions”, explains Knauß. A robust aluminium housing protects the saw even in rough surroundings. The saw can 
be easily suspended from the integrated scaffolding hook and easily stowed away during work breaks. 
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The new 18 Volt cordless sabre saw SSEP 18 LTX BL MVT 
from Metabo is extremely powerful and the fastest on the 
market. This makes it the ideal tool for very demanding 
applications.
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The new cordless sabre saw is part of Metabo’s 18 volt system, and adds another tool to the cross-manufacturer 
alliance CAS (Cordless Alliance System) for batteries. Within CAS, currently more than 300 machines from more 
than 30 different manufacturers are compatible with one battery pack and can be combined at will.

Technical data
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SSEP 18 LTX BL MVT

Battery pack voltage 18 V
Strokes in idle 0 – 3,000/min
Saw blade stroke 32 mm
Weight (without battery pack) 3.9 kg

The selectable pendulum stroke of the new Metabo 
18 Volt cordless sabre saw SSEP 18 LTX BL MVT 
ensures a particularly fast sawing progress even for 
very demanding applications.

The saw blade of the new Metabo cordless sabre 
saw SSEP 18 LTX BL MVT can be changed by the 
user quickly and without the need for tools. The 
speed selection ensures the best possible sawing 
performance in any material.

From wood to metal: The most powerful cordless 
sabre saw SSEP 18 LTX BL MVT from Metabo also 
saws mixed materials with efficiency and is therefore 
ideal even for demanding demolition work.


